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Abstract: Recent advances in compressed sensing theory and algorithms offer new possibilities
for high-speed X-ray camera design. In many CMOS cameras, each pixel has an independent
on-board circuit that includes an amplifier, noise rejection, signal shaper, an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), and optional in-pixel storage. When X-ray images are sparse, i.e., when one of
the following cases is true: (a.) The number of pixels with true X-ray hits is much smaller than the
total number of pixels; (b.) The X-ray information is redundant; or (c.) Some prior knowledge about
the X-ray images exists, sparse sampling may be allowed. Here we first illustrate the feasibility
of random on-board pixel sampling (ROPS) using an existing set of X-ray images, followed by a
discussion about signal to noise as a function of pixel size. Next, we describe a possible circuit
architecture to achieve random pixel access and in-pixel storage. The combination of a multilayer
architecture, sparse on-chip sampling, and computational image techniques, is expected to facilitate
the development and applications of high-speed X-ray camera technology.
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1 Introduction
Quest for ever higher frame rates in imaging motivates new design principles and architectures
in camera technology. Examples of high-speed imaging techniques are optical multiplexing and
in-pixel storage. The concept of multiplexing may be traced back to Eadweard Muybridge, who
demonstrated high-speed imaging by usingmultiple slow cameras. Each camera took a single image
sequentially through delayed timing techniques. Modern optical multiplexing methods, by dividing
the incoming light field into multiple views and each view being captured by a separate camera, have
achieved frame rates above one billion frames per second and are available commercially. Some
limitations of optical multiplexing are: the number of frames is limited by the number of cameras.
Light splitting throws away a lot of light. In a 16-way splitting setup, for example, only 1/16 of the
light is recorded per frame of image. Furthermore, direct X-ray-splitting has not been used due to
the lack of loss-less beam-splitters for X rays. Indirect methods that first convert X rays into visible
light are more common in high-speed X-ray imaging. In-pixel storage, also known as in-situ image
storage depending on the location of the memories, records multiple frames of image information
temporarily before transmitting the stored images off the camera to a permanent depository. In-pixel
storage methods have demonstrated frame rates above 10 MHz for hundreds of storage memories
per pixel. Higher frame rates above 100 MHz are possible and the feasibilities studies are underway
by different groups. When the memories locate inside the pixel, the pixel size limits the number
of frames that can be stored. In-pixel storage has been implemented using both charged-coupled
devices (CCD) and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) processes [1]. CCD or
CMOS process optimization and pixel architectures will be key to further improvements in sensor
response, frame rate, fill factor, pixel resolution, bit depth and other performance parameters.
Here we discuss an approach called random on-board pixel sampling (ROPS) for high-speed
X-ray imaging. Recent advances in compressed sensing or compressed sampling (CS) theory and
algorithms [2, 3] offer new directions in in-pixel data processing and therefore different approaches
to high-speed X-ray camera designs. Under certain conditions, CS theory removes the minimum
sampling frequency requirement as stated in the Nyquist-Shannon sampling (NSS) theory. NSS
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has been the guiding principle for imaging and other data acquisition techniques. However, it gets
harder to implement NSS as the imaging frame rate and/or spatial resolution increases. Another
indirect consequence of NSS is that the number of X-ray photons increases significantly, which can
be difficult to do even with the brightest X-ray sources available. Furthermore, high X-ray doses
associated with NSS could also introduce significant changes and even damages to the objects to
be imaged. Therefore, removing the minimum sampling frequency requirement in the new CS
framework is very attractive. In addition to front-end data reduction, lower X-ray dose requirement,
sparse-sampling methods can also be used in conjunction with the optical multiplexing as well as
in-pixel storage methods.
Below, we first give a brief account of the CS principle that ROPS is based upon, since plenty
of literature exists even though direct CS applications to high-speed X-ray imaging may be lagging
behind. Next, we discuss the data sparsity in X-ray images. Dynamic scenes can have higher signal
sparsity than static scenes, a subject that will be explored further elsewhere. We then discuss how to
obtain sparse X-ray data through the use of a multilayer detector architecture. Similar to the earlier
multilayer concepts using silicon sensor and ‘4H’ cameras concepts using GaAs:Cr sensor [4, 5], we
explain that a multilayer camera architecture enhances the signal sparsity in each layer by dividing
X-ray signals into multiple layers. We emphasize that the multi-layer concept is particularly suited
for high energy X-rays with energies above 20 keV since the X-ray absorption length is long. In
addition to silicon and GaAs, several other fast X-ray sensor options are compared. Incoherent
sampling, as required by CS, can be achieved in the pixel or chip level. Access to temporary stored
data (electric charges) will be the key to front-end data processing and data compression.
1.1 CS principle for X-ray imaging
Two necessary and sufficient conditions to implement CS principle are sparse signals and incoherent
sampling [2, 3]. Signal sparsity is base-dependent. One well-known example is the Dirac delta
function in time, which is sparse in time bases. It is however not sparse in frequency bases since it
contains all of the frequency components when decomposed in Fourier transform. In X-ray imaging,
the natural bases are the camera pixels. It is possible to achieve sparse signal condition in the pixel
bases by using a multilayer three-dimensional (3D) camera structure described previously [4]. Each
layer is sufficiently thin so that the probability of X-ray capture is low in each pixel and therefore
most pixels will have no X-ray hit. Sampling technique based on a threshold may be sufficient
to record all the X-ray hits. The number of layers however, can reach several 100s or more,
depending on the X-ray fluxes. The second scenario of sparse X-ray signals is the X-ray scattering
by periodic structures. X-ray signals scattered off one elementary cell is redundant with respect
to the corresponding scattering event off another cell. A third scenario of sparse signal is that
some prior knowledge about the scene exists. Such prior knowledge could come from previous
experiments and existing data. The existing information can be used as a dictionary for sparse
sampling of new experiments. Below, we illustrate the third type of signal sparsity by using X-
ray images from dynamically compressed glass balls. Incoherent samplings are obtained through
random pixel access, and affected by the signal-to-noise ratio.
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1.2 Sparse signals in X-ray phase contrast imaging
X-ray phase contrast images of compressed glass balls were obtained using polychromatic, high
intensity X-rays at beam line 32-ID-B of the Advanced Photon Source (APS). The fundamental
energy of the X-ray beam was peaked at 23.6 KeV (11 mm undulator gap). Commercial solid
spherical soda lime glass particles (Cospheric LLC, Santa Barbara, CA) were studied. Two diameter
ranges were used: 1.0 – 1.18 mm and 1.7 – 2.0 mm. The size of the X-ray beam on the sample was
2560 × 1600 µm2. A modified Kolsky bar setup was used to dynamically compress the particles at
a nominal velocity of 6 m/s. Deformation and fracture were studied in-situ using the X-ray phase
contrast imaging (PCI). A single crystal Lu3Al5O12:Ce scintillator (dimensions: 10 mm × 10 mm
× 100 µm) was used to convert the propagated X-ray signal to visible light. The visible light images
were recorded using a high-speed camera (Shimadzu Hyper Vision HPV-X2). The frame rate was
2 million frames per second with the exposure time of 200 ns per frame. The resolution of the
imaging system was estimated to be 6.4 µm/pixels and the frame size was 102,000 pixels (400 ×
256). Additional details of the experiments and results can be found in [6, 7].
Here we illustrate the ability of the locally competitive algorithm (LCA) [8] to reconstruct an
X-ray image from a small sample. We used the deconvolutional version of LCA [9] implemented
in OpenPV [10]. First, a sparse code dictionary was learned using data from 8 experiments on
crushing balls, each consisting of 256 frames (Fig. 1). In this case we learned 128 dictionary
Figure 1. Images from eight experiments are used as training data. (Top). Frame 1 out of 256. (Bottom).
Frame 176 out of 256.
elements of size 16 ×16, as shown in Fig. 2. In image reconstruction, Each element can be placed
at different positions of the original images with some coefficients. The linear combinations of all
dictionary elements placed at all possible positions allow us to recover the original images. The
coefficients in these combinations are a sparse code or sparse representation of an image. Despite
the dictionary is over-complete, only a small amount of coefficients are nonzero. The total number
of basis vectors can be calculated as a product of dictionary size and the number of all possible
positions where dictionary elements can be placed within the image. The LCA achieves sparsity by
lateral inhibition among coefficients (also called ’neurons’). When one of the coefficients becomes
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Figure 2. 128 dictionary elements generated based on the training data, each with a pixel size of 16×16.
nonzero, it suppresses the activity of other neighboring neurons, keeping them in an inactive state
or a zero coefficient value.
After the dictionary has been learned, we use it to reconstruct image frames from two new
experiments given only the masked parts of them. We construct masks to hide 90% of the pixels
chosen randomly from each original frame. Fig. 3 shows the original images, their masked versions,
and the reconstructions done byOpenPV. The sparse representation is lossy, that is, the reconstructed
images are not the same as the original ones. But they are clearly identifiable with the original
images to the human eyes and therefore preserve some important features from the original images.
We also tried 99% masks that only retain 1% of the original pixels. The results were too lossy to
be useful for reconstruction. A further analysis is to evaluate the use of sparse represented images
for the physics of the glass ball compression.
2 Multilayers & pixels
Incoherent sampling may be executed at different stages in the chain of image generation, trans-
mission and recording. In the examples given above, it is executed after the images have been
recorded in a permanent depository, a late stage in image registration. This is currently the common
approach, which may not be ideal for high speed imaging since as the frame rate increases, the
inter-frame time gets shorter and the amount of data can be transmitted off the chip decreases for a
fixed data transmission bandwidth. We discuss the frontend approaches equivalent to random pixel
sampling as illustrated above, but at the chip level (‘on-board’) so that significant data reduction
may be possible in the first step of image acquisition and recording. Random on-board pixel sam-
pling (ROPS) means that the following two conditions are met: 1.) Every pixel is accessible or
addressable for recording; 2.) The probability that a pixel is selected depends on the signal sparsity.
In the example given above, the probability is 10%. Besides the Poisson statistics of detecting X-ray
photons, incoherent sampling of signals is affected by noise levels in the pixels. Signals and noise
also vary with the X-ray sensor materials, pixel size, electronics noise, storage capacitance, etc..
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Figure 3. (a) Original images at different times; (b) Coarsely sampled images; (c) reconstructed images from
the coarsely sampled images using a dictionary generated from other experiments.
2.1 Non-uniform-thickness multilayer structure
Consider X-ray imaging using semiconductor sensors when electron and hole pairs are created
primarily by X-ray photoelectric absorptions and contributions from incoherent scatterings are
negligible. In other words, Fano-factor-corrected electron-hole pair production is uniform for each
photon and the fluctuation is
√
FNeh =32 for a 30 keV photon in silicon (F = 0.12). Following
earlier work [4, 5], we continue with the multilayer approaches to X-ray imaging using photon
energies at 30 keV and above. Here we would like to introduce a dynamic range constraint per pixel
per layer to be around 10. The question is how to design a multilayer detector to allow an equivalent
dynamic range reaching 105? The term equivalent refers to a 2D hybrid semiconductor camera with
a pixel size of 200 µm × 200 µm and a monolithic sensor thickness of 500 µm or more. A possible
solution is to combine small pixels with thin front-end layers. Compared with a 200 µm × 200 µm
pixel, the dynamic range of a 20 µm × 20 µm reduces by 100 to 103 for the same X-ray flux density.
To further reduce the dynamic range per pixel, we may use thin sensors in the frontend (facing the
object and incoming beam) layers and thicker layers in the back, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4, the dynamic range of 10 or up to 10 X-ray photons per pixel requires that the frontend
sensors only absorb 1% of the maximum flux density of ∼ 2.5 ph/µm2. The number of thin layers is
about 10, determined by the statistics as explained below. The thicker backend absorbs about 10%
of the flux per layer. This choice further takes into account the speed requirements that limit the
sensor thickness due to the intrinsic material-dependent electron and hole mobilities. If high-speed
is not of a concern, a single monolithic thick layer may be used. However, a multilayer configuration
can still help to reduce the dynamic range by spreading out the photons into different layers [5].
The material-dependent thicknesses shown in Fig. 4 are the mean absorption thicknesses,
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Figure 4. (Left). A non-uniform layer thickness design (no to scale) will reduce the individual pixel dynamic
range to ∼ 10, while allowing the full assembly dynamic range to reach 105. (Right). Estimated sensor
thickness as function of materials for up to 10 photon absorption and 100 photon absorption respectively.
Photon energy are assumed to be at 30 keV and incoherent scattering except in diamond may be neglected.
derived from the absorption probability p = 1 − exp(−µa) for p = 1% and 10% respectively.
µa = n0σaLa is the X-ray attenuation exponent due to absorbing atom number density n0, the
photoelectric absorption cross section σa and absorption layer thickness La. A fluctuation is
expected in the number of detected photons, which satisfies ∆N =
√
N¯(1 − N¯/Ni) ∼
√
N¯ with N¯
being the mean photon counts, which is 10 for 1% absorption and 100 for 10% absorption and
Ni = 103. In actual imaging, Ni is unknown and is to be measured for each pixel. By using a
multilayer, the Ni can be estimated more accurately by using the mean of multiple layers or based
on the photon count variance. The estimated layer numbers are about 10 for the thin frontend and
the thick backend to derive the mean and variance.
Table 1. A comparison of X-ray detection using different sensor materials
Properties Si GaAs Diamond GaN
RCSDA(30) (µm) 9.91 5.73 5.62 4.51
Fano factor 0.12 0.12 0.08 0.07
breakdown field (V/µm) 30 10 >102 200
Max. e− mobility (cm2 V−1s−1) 1400 8500 2200 1000
Max. h+ mobility (cm2 V−1s−1) 450 400 1800 350
e− life time (ms) ≤1 10−5 10−6 10−6
h+ life time (ms) ≤1 10−6 10−6 10−7
2.2 Charge sharing & pixel noise
Besides better spatial resolution, it is shown above that using smaller pixels is beneficial to dynamic
range reduction. Smaller pixels can also have smaller pixel capacitances (inter-pixel capacitance
can now become significant) therefore beneficial to fixed pattern noise (FPN) reduction. In CMOS
imagers, FPN, or the variation in pixel outputs in response to the same illumination, originates
from device and interconnect mismatches across an image sensor and can not be avoided [11]. The
number of in-pixel storage cells also reduces as the pixel size shrinks (3D stacked memories may by-
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Figure 5. (Left). We use colored circles to illustrate charge depositions of monochromatic X-rays (labelled
A, B and C) in square pixels (numbered 1 to 9). X-ray-induced charge (B and C) only partially deposits in
pixel 5. (Right). Probability density functions (PDFs) of energy deposition when the center of the charge
cloud resides in pixel 5. The ratios of charged cloud diameter to the pixel size are 1, 1/2 and 1/8. The
fractional charge deposition is proportional to the area of the circle that overlaps with the square pixel.
pass this limit). Meanwhile, charge-sharing problem [12] among different pixels become important
for small pixel since the photo-electron range can be comparable to the pixel size. Estimates of the
30-keV electron range using continuous slowing-down approximation (CSDA) are given in Table. 1.
We adopt the following assumptions for charge sharing study: 1. Ignore electron range straggling;
2. The charge cloud generated by the electron stopping is uniform within the continuous slowing-
down approximation (CSDA) radius (RCSDA); 3. The photo-electron energy is mono-energetic. In
assumption 2, we neglect the charge cloud expansion due to drift. The mean charge cloud spread
due to drift is estimated to be ∆x = d
√
2 kTeVb , with b is the drift distance. kT is the thermal energy of
the electron andVb the bias voltage. The estimate cloud expansion ∆x is below a micron. Notice the
charge cloud expansion is independent of the mobility of the charge carrier [1]. For a pixel size of
lp, the fraction of the electrons that deposit their full energies within the pixel is (lp −2RCSDA)2/l2p.
If lp ≤ 2RCSDA, then essentially no photo-electrons deposit its full energy in a single pixel. For 30
keV X-rays, the condition lp ≤ 2RCSDA is met when lp is around 20 µm in silicon. Estimates for
other sensor materials can be obtained using the numbers given in Table 1. The energy deposition
map per pixel per X-ray as a function of its position in the pixel reduces to a geometric problem, as
shown in Fig. 5. Due to the symmetries of a square pixel, which is centered at (0, 0), we only need
to consider the quadrant 0 ≤ x0 ≤ lp2 , 0 ≤ y0 ≤
lp
2 .
One of the concerns with charge sharing is double counting of the photons. Another concern is
the reduction of signal to noise ratio due to the sharing of X-ray-induced charge among neighboring
pixels. In additional to FPN, operation-related noise includes kTC thermal noise, pre-amplifier
noise, correlated double sampling noise (CDS), readout noise, dark current, charge-transfer or reset
noise (at least one-charge transfer is needed in a CMOS pixel [13]). Electron velocity and number
fluctuations are the origins of the different types of noise [1]. We estimate that the noise amounts
to be 102 to 103 elementary charge (e0), smaller noise corresponds to smaller pixel size around 20
µm [14]. When the charge is shared among 4 neighboring pixels, the signal is about 2000 ± 16 e0.
A pixel dimension below 100 µm is necessary to reach a signal to noise ratio of 3 or higher.
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3 Chip-level incoherent sampling
The pixel-level circuit functions are summarized here. For ROPS: reset, random pixel ac-
cess/enabling and selection. To maximize signal-to-noise: a threshold, CDS, amplification. To
maximize frame-rate: in-pixel memory elements and buffers to compare the signal frame-to-frame
and logics to send out the signal difference could be implemented [15]. Additional common func-
tions include time stamp, address decoding, and readout. It is preferable to have analog-to-digital
conversion outside the chip as before [5].
A conceptual design of 3D tiered X-ray imaging pixel detector is shown in Fig. 6. The proposal
is based on recent work by Fermilab and collaborators [16, 17]. The proposed sensor tier contains
sensor with thickness of about 50 µm (based on demonstrated technology), each pixel size can be
as small as 25µm × 25µm. The analog tier contains amplifier and discriminator for each pixel. The
digital tier, directly above the analog section, consists of larger cells (100 µm × 100 µm or larger)
with each cell capable of processing a field of multiple analog pixels.
Figure 6. (Left) Conceptual pixel design for a three-tier x-ray imaging camera. (Right) Capacitance estimate
as a function of pixel size.
The larger size digital cell allows not only larger local memory storage but also ROPS and
other pixel function listed above to be implemented. For example, the top digital tier can correct
for charge sharing among pixel and average local timing information to provide improved hit time
resolution. The top tier can also provide time stamp and pulse height buffering for high rate single
x-ray hit readout. This intrinsically flexible 3D architecture could also open the possibility of
implementing motion detection capability based on Associative Memory or CAM [16], allowing
the hit pattern of next frame to be compared with that of the previous frame on the fly in real time.
3DIC technology provides interconnect dimensions small enough to enable pixel pitch below 20
microns. Fig. 6 gives estimates of capacitance as a function of pixel pitch, ignoring interconnect
effects. However, the interconnect capacitance is a large contribution to the total load in typical
bump bonded pixels and can be dominant for small pixels in conventional technology. Interconnect
load is substantially reduced due to the small TSV dimensions in 3D bonded devices, leading to
potential time resolutions of 10’s of picoseconds.
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